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two belonged to Stepney and one to each of seven other

boroughs. The deaths from diarrhoea numbered 76 last
month, against an average of 555 in the corresponding
period of the five years 1902-06 ; the greatest propor-
tional mortality from this disease occurred in Fulham, the
City of Westminster, Islington, Shoreditch, Southwark, and
Lambeth. In conclusion, it may be stated that the
aggregate mortality from the principal infectious diseases
in London last month was 30 per cent. below the average.

Infant mortality, measured by the proportion of deaths
under one year of age to registered births, was equal to
83 per 1000. No death at this age was recorded in the City
of London, while among the metropolitan boroughs the
lowest rates of infant mortality were recorded in Hammer-
smith, St. Marylebone, Finsbury, and Lewisham ; and the
highest rates in Kensington, Chelsea, Stoke Newington,
Shoreditch, Bethnal Green, and Poplar.

THE SERVICES.

ROYAL NAVY MEDICAL SERVICE.
IN accordance with the provisions of Her late Majesty’s

Order in Council of April lst, 1881, Fleet-Surgeon Jerome
Barry has been placed on the Retired List.

ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS.
The undermentioned Lieutenants are confirmed in that

rank: Hugh E. Gotelee, John H. Spencer, Benjamin Johnson,
William E. C. Lunn, Arthur H. Jacob, Clarence H. Denyer,
Alexander D. Fraser, Archer Fortescue, Geoffrey Carlisle,
Howard G. Gibson, Stephen Field, Frederick H. M. Chap-
man, Henry M. J. Perry, John L. Wood, Frederick T. Turner,
Michael P. Leahy, William G. Aviss, John E. M. Boyd,
Donald F. Mackenzie, Richard D. O’Connor, Owen R.
McEwen, Malcolm 0. Wilson, John du P. Langrishe, John
C. Hart, Thomas H. Scott, Gerald F. Rudkin, Leopold
A. A. Andrews, John H. Gurley, Alfred C. Elliott, William
B. Purdon, Francis Casement, Edward M. Middleton, Vincent
T. Carruthers, and Harold W. Farebrother.

Captain H. G F. Stallard has joined at Aldershot for duty
at the depot and school of instruction and Captain A. H.
Stafford and Lieutenant H. E. Gotelee have been posted to
the Cambridge Hospital for duty. Lieutenant W. B. Purdon
and Lieutenant J. C. Hart have also joined at Aldershot and
been posted to the Connaught Hospital for duty.

Colonel Arthur W. P. Inman is placed on temporary half-
pay on account of ill health (dated August 14th, 1907).

VOLUNTEER CORPS.

- R6 3rd Volunteer Battalion the South Wales Bor-
derers : Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel J. R. Essex is granted
the honorary rank of Surgeon-Colonel (dated June 26th,
1907). 2nd Volunteer Battalion the King’s (Shropshire
Light Infantry) : Charles Botterill Baxter to be Surgeon-
Lieutenant (dated July lst, 1907).

ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS (VOLUNTEERS).
4th or City of London Bearer Company : Captain A. C.

Tunstall to be Major (dated July 25th, 1907).
DEATHS IN THE SERVICES.

Major T. W. A- Fullerton, I.M.S., Bengal, at Lucknow,
on August 15th. He entered the service in 1895 and at the
time of his death, which occurred from blood poisoning,
he was surgeon to the hospital at Bahraich. He held the
Kaisar-i-Hind gold medal for public service in India and two
medals for service in two frontier campaigns.
Major H. F. Whitchurch, I.M.S., V.C., at Dharmsala,

Punjab, India, on August 16th, at the age of 41 years.
Major Whitchurch took part in the Lushai Expedition,
including the relief of Changsil and Aigal (medal with
clasp) and in the operations in Chitral in 1895 (mentioned in
despatches and awarded medal with clasp and the Victoria
Cross). The act of conspicuous bravery which obtained for
him this distinction is officially described as follows. "During
the sortie from Chitral Fort at the commencement of the
siege Surgeon-Captain Whitchurch went to the assistance of
Captain Baird, 24th Bengal Infantry, who was mortally
wounded, and brought him back to the fort under a heavy
fire from the enemy. Captain Baird was on the right of the
fighting line and had only a small party of Gurkhas and
men of the 4th Kashmir Rifles. He was wounded on the

heights at a distance of a mile and a half from
the fort. When Surgeon Captain Whitchurch proceeded
to his rescue the enemy in great strength had broken

through the fighting line; darkness had set in, ard
Captain Baird, Surgeon-Captain Whitchurch, and the
sepoys were completely isolated from assistance, Captain
Baird was placed in a dooly by Surgeon-Captain Whit-
church, and the party then attempted to return to the
fort. The Gurkhas bravely clung to the dooly until three
were killed and a fourth was severely wounded. Surgeon-
Captain Whitchurch then put Captain Baird upon his back
and carried him some distance with heroic courage and
resolution. The little party kept diminishing in numbers,
being fired at the whole way. On one or two occasions

Surgeon-Captain Whitchurch was obliged to charge walls,
from behind which the enemy kept up an incessant fire. At
one place particularly the whole party was in imminent

danger of being cut up, having been surrounded by the
enemy. Surgeon-Captain Whitchurch gallantly rushed the
position and eventually succeeded in getting Captain Baird
and the sepoys into the fort. Nearly all the party were
wounded, Captain Baird receiving two additional wounds
before reaching the fort." Major Whitchurch was also

engaged in the campaign on the North-West Frontier of India
in 1897-98, taking part in the defence of Malakand, the relief
of Chakdara, the action at Landakai, and the operations in
Bajaur and in the Mamund country (mentioned in despatches
and two clasps). He also took part in the operations in
China in 1900 (mentioned in despatches and awarded medal
with clasp).

MOIR MEMORIAL FUND.
The following gentlemen have, at the invitation of the

council of the Medical College, Calcutta, agreed to serve as
members of a committee, with power to add to its number,
for the purpose of raising a memorial to the late Major D. M.
Moir, I.M.S., professor of anatomy at the Medical College,
Calcutta, who died from septicaemia contracted in the
execution of his public duties. Subscriptions are invited
from his friends and admirers and may be sent to the
treasurer. It is hoped that sufficient money will be received
to found a prize or to endow a bed, after providing for a
tablet and portrait in the College Hospital. Lieutenant-
Colonel F. J. Drury, I.M.S., President ; Major F. J.
Maynard, I.M.S. ; Major R. Bird, 1.M.S., C.I.E.; Major
C. R. Stevens, I ILS. ; Major W. J. Buchanan, I.M.S. ; Rai
Bahadur Dr. Koylash Chandra Bose, C.I.E.; Rai Bahadur
Dr. Devendra Nath Roy ; Dr. Suresh P. Sarbadhicary,
treasurer, 79/1, Ahmerst-street, Calcutta; Dr. Dwijendra
Nath Moitra; Assistant-Surgeon Jotish Ch. Mustafi; and
Captain F. P. Connor, I.M.S., and Rai Bahadur Dr. Hira Lal
Basu, honorary secretaries, Medical College.
THE NEW DRESSING PACKET FOR THE GERMAN ARMY.
A new packet containing material for the first dressing of

a wounded soldier has been served out in the German army.
It weighs 25 grammes and measures, in centimetres, 7’ 4 by
4’5 by 1 - 9. The envelope, made of impermeable linen, is
secured by a knotted string which has to be severed before
the packet can be opened. Instructions to this effect are

printed on the outside. Each envelope incloses a linen

bandage impregnated with corrosive sublimate, four metres
long by seven centimetres wide. It is readily divisible into
three segments, and midway on each segment there is
affixed a compress or pad for application to the wound.
The bandage itself is white or grey, but the pads are red.
On the inner flap of the envelope there are the following
instructions :-
On no account must the red pad or the wound be touched by the

fingers of the operator. Taking hold of the segment of bandage with
both hands at the points marked " here " he should stretch it firmly
and apply the pad accurately over the wounded part, finishing the
process by winding the two ends of the bandage round the injured site
where they should be secured by a knot.

A new diagnosis card has also been issued for use on the field
of battle. It is about 5 inches long by 3t inches broad,
and is meant to be attached to "the second button of the
wounded man’s tunic, cloak, or shirt." Each card has two
red bands which can easily be torn off. If the patient
can walk the bands must be removed; should he require
transport one band must be left, but should he be con-
sidered "non-transportable" both the bands must remain
intact. In one side of the card spaces are left for replies to

, the following questions: Name, rank, and corps ? 7 Wound
, or disease ? Treatment given ? Elastic band or tube, where
i applied R Stimulants administered, time, amount ? 7 On the
l other side the surgeon should add any further particulars he
L may deem necessary and sign his name. The cards are
L solely for the use of medical officers.
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Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel C. R. Kilkelly, C M G., house
governor and medical superintendent, Officers’ Convalescent
Home, Osborne, has been appointed a Member of the Fourth
class of the Royal Victorian Order.

Correspondence.
"Audi alteram partem."

THE NEW ADVANCE AT THE INTER-
NATIONAL CONGRESS ON SCHOOL

HYGIENE.
To the Editors of THE LANCET.

SIRS,&mdash;As a slightly incorrect statement was published it
wvonld be as well to explain in some detail the important new
move in the matter of school hygiene which was taken at the
- closing meeting of the recent International Congress.

The permanent international committee, consisting of
about 60 members selected from almost every country, has
hitherto only met during congresses. Arising out of the
question of whether it would not be a proper thing to
establish a bureau, with a permanent staff, library and
museum, and so on, in some central but neutral spot. such
as a Swiss or Dutch town, it was decided, as explained by
Dr. Mathieu, Dr. Burgerstein, and Dr. Kerr, that it would
probably lead to greater progress if such bureau was not
localised, but if each country had its own centre for the
disunion of knowledge and to act as a clearing house in the
matter of school hygiene statistics, laws, and regulations.
Finally, to supervise in scientific matters and generally to
do all that is possible at all times or places to forward the
human interests which are bound up in the special lines of
knowledge included in school hygiene the international com-
mittee has formed a small council.

This council has all the powers of an ordinary committee.
It can form subcommittees of experts on special inquiries.
The usual committee procedure is to sit round a table and
discuss matters, but this council will deal with the various
subjects that arise, submitting the different topics by
correspondence, collating the answers, and finally making
pronouncements in urgent matters after a meeting of the
council.

It is obvious that for efficiency such council should be
small and yet have in it elements to secure permanence and
at the same time possibilities of slow but constant change.
This has been done by deciding that it shall consist of the
president of the past congress, the president of the congress
which has just been held, and the president of the next
congress. Nine other members are to be elected, of whom
three are to be from the country where the congress was last
held and three from the country where it will be held next,
three being selected from other lands.

Certain matters, for instance, will almost at once come
under the consideration of this council. Such might be
quoted as :-
The question of how medical inspection of schools can best be

carried out with the maximum of efficiency and minimum of cost.
The question of how far the laws of health can best be imparted to

the coming generation so that later they will know how to care for
themselves and those dependent on them.
The best systems or methods of physical training for both sexes at

various ages.
The feeding of children requiring proper nutrition, so that it shall

be done without developing pauperism and with regard to those upon
whom the cost falls.

These four matters are being dealt with practically in a
great variety of ways, and this council should be able to
collect and analyse known facts to show which methods are
best for any town or State.

It is obvious that information thus digested will have a
very great value politically as well as educationally, and
this council may in time come to be officially regarded as
’quite analogous in matters of school hygiene to that other
congress of peace now in session at the Hague. 

’

Yours faithfully,
LAUDER BRUNTON,

President of the Second International
Congress on School Hygiene.

JAMES KERR,
E. WHITE WALLIS,

Honorary General Secretaries.

SOME PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF
HIGH-FREQUENCY CURRENTS

IN DISEASE.
To the Editors of THE LANCET.

Sins,&mdash;Dr. J. C. Bowie, in his letter in your issue of
August 3rd, p. 318, seems to desire to draw me into a
discussion on the nature and methods of measurement of
high-frequency currents rather than to make an attempt
to criticise my records of the physiological effects of
these currents in disease. He propounds some electrical
problems which would be interesting if anyone were able
to solve them, but which are apt to draw the
attention of your readers away from the subject
which I wished in my paper to direct their attention
to. The problem he asks me to solve, regarding the

wattage I am able to obtain, is a puzzle to me as well as
to him. The only possible answer meantime is, I suspect,
that the term wattage can hardly, with our present know-
ledge, be applied to high-frequency, so-called, currents. His
statements as to the action of these currents on the human
body are evidently based on his experience of the ordi-
nary relatively low-tension currents. When we come

to speak of high potential and high-frequency currents,
however, I think the time has passed for anyone to

say what might not be safely applied to the body.
Professor D’Arsonval, indeed, is said to have passed a

current of three amperes into his body in circum-
stances where the potential must have been terrific, and
with, it is said, no inconvenience. Whilst I should not

perhaps have the courage to do this, what right have I to
say that I do not believe it to be possible ?

It is granted by physicists and is a matter of daily
observation that the potential of these currents is
enormous ; but if Dr. Bowie is familiar with this mode of
treatment he should know that when a " current " of 500
milliamp&egrave;res is spoken of it is not meant that anyone can
say exactly what this actually means, only that it is the
heat equivalent of an ordinary galvanic current of this
amount, and that to this extent it corresponds to a current
of that amount. If Dr. Bowie can say exactly what it
does mean more fully most of us, electricians and electro-
therapeutists, will be grateful to him; but this, though
most interesting, has little to do with the matter at

present in hand. When we speak of 500 milliamperes as
registered by the thermic milliamperemeter we speak in
terms quite intelligible to all workers in this field, since we
speak of a standard by which may be tested the validity of
my records, because we are using the same instrument and
speaking the same language. But, although I have generally,
if not always, indicated the amount of current as thus
measured which I was employing during my experiments,
I have, by intention, avoided going into the question of
the different physiological action of differing doses, leaving
this and many other points for future study by myself and
by others as I have before stated. My investigations since
the publication of my paper in THE LANCET are more in
the direction of the therapeutic possibilities of varying
degrees of frequency of these currents. This also may prove
a fruitful field of inquiry.

Dr. Bowie complains of my failing to take note of the
importance of voltage in my records. If he refeis to No. 1
of the Questions worthy of consideration as to future

investigations," he will see that he has made a mistake here.
I know of no previous experiments in this direction. I am
uncertain even if anyone bad considered this question to any
practical extent before I referred to it myself, and so I am at
a loss to know why he should think that I inquired to be
informed as to the importance of voltage when investigating
the physiological effects of these currents in disease. Let
me repeat that my object in my paper was to prove mainly
that high-frequency currents had a varying effect in disease,
not an invariable one, as in health; nay, more, an effect not
only differing according to the nature of the disease but
differing with the varying condition and environment-
mental and physical-of the patient at the time of adminis-
tration. This is surely sufficiently important and sufficiently
in advance of previous researches to make it worthy of
criticism without spending time upon first trying to solve
some electrical problems associated with high-frequency
currents.

Dr. Bowie says that the consideration of five factors is


